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SI MM ARV

! r.:s study comprises a compilation of data from two tectonic regions in southeastern
Sweden and a presentation of geological factors judged to be of importance for the regional-
scale suing or a high level nuclear waste repository.The study areas were selected to
complement earlier investigations in that part of Sweden and to allow for an analysis of the
transition zone between the Svecofennian subprovince and the Transcandinavian Igneous
Be!: i TIB).

The study started with a literature survey and map studies. Reconaissance work of the
regions (Norrköping - Västervik and Oskarshamn - Västervik) was initially done to get an
overall picture of the bedrock geology. Finally a field excursion was carried out in order to
iiiustrate geological and structural characteristics of the areas. Experiences from earlier
studies in Swedish underground constructions have to some extent been used as a basis for
the conclusions in the report.

The Norrköping - Västervik region is a very complicated bedrock area as being the
transition between two different tectonic regions; the Svecofennian subprovince in the north
and the Transcandinavian Igneous Belt (TIB) in the south. The area includes both older rock
t>pes belonging to the Svecofennian orogeny and younger rocks from the TIB intrusions.
faulting is intense and the major fault zones in a northwest direction have caused intense
r'ractunng and n v onization to the surrounding bedrock. These fault zones have been
activated at se- z ) occasions with, initially, a ductile shearing of several hundred metres.

It is conciuti' v an area of this character should, if possible, be excluded in the siting
activity as tt .< uency of disturbed rock conditions is quite high in comparison to areas
outside the .:> .s. ion zone. Any area whkh represents a border or a transition zone between
tuo tectonic ' / ons should carefully be regarded. Adverse rock conditions are to be
expected it .v .rea like the transition between the TIB province and the Svecofennian
>ubpro\ inc. ,r.e Norrköping - Västervik region) is part of a characterization program.

The Oskar, imn - Västervik region, which is part of the TIB province, is dominated by
rocks belong ng to the Småland - Värmland granite group. This sequence of rock-types
varies in co: iposi'jon from gabbro to granite. The granites are often associated with
porphyries, oung granites in trie coastal region are of importance due to their impacts on
the surroun•? ng bedrock. The youngest rock-type in the area is dolerite, which has intruded
in a north-so i:h trending fault and fracture pattern.

Major faults or lineaments in a westnorthwest-eastsoutheast direction, show almost the same
directions as observed in the Norrköping - Västervik region. Subhorisontal thrust faults have
lKcn reported in earlier investigations. This type of structures should be further investigated
i orientation, frequency and geographical position) to assure a complete description of the
region. In comparing the study-areas it is obvious that they differ in rock-type distribution
and structural characteristics.

li should be nored that the studied regions have been investigated only to a limited extent
i genera! surveying). More detailed information is needed if these regions are to be included
in a siting program.



It is recommended as a working strategy that the following characteristics and properties of
relevance for repository siting are considered in a regional siting program.

• Bedrock: historical evolution, rock-type distribution, dikes and grade of metamorphism.

• Deformation history; plastic and brittle structures.

The bedrock and its structural c!:arateristics are of importance for the stability of the
rock, the groundwater flow and the long term safety of the underground facility.

• Quaternary deposits; characteristics and thickness.

The quaternary characteristics may have an obscuring impact on some of the geophysical
methods and is therefore important when selecting investigation methods.

• Natural resources such as ore and mineral deposits, industrial minerals and ornamental
stones.

Of importance in order to minimize land use conflicts and as far as possible avoid future
human intrusions.

• F.xperiences from underground constructions in the actual region.

This will give three-dimensional information on the bedrock and structures as well as the
technical outcome from underground construction work.

• Regional groundwater properties.

Important for the understanding of large-scale gradients (topography) and of the
variations of the groundwater chemistry.



SAMMANFATTNING

Målet med denna studie har huvudsakligen varit att samla kurskap om två tektoniska
regioner i sydöstra Sverige, med inriktning på sådana karaktäristika som bedöms relevanta
ror ett placsvaJsprogram avseende slutförvaring av utbränt kärnbränsle. Studerade områden
vaides dels för att komplettera tidigare studier i området samt för att studera
overgangszoiien mellan den Svekofenniska delprovinsen och Transkandinaviska Granit-
PortvrbäUet (TGBP).

Arbetet startade med en litteratur- och kartstudie som efterföljdes av rekognoscerinsarbete i
falt i syfte att få en övergripande bild av bergartsfördelningen. Denna första insats låg till
grund för en fältexkursion. Målet med exkursionen var att åskådliggöra bergartsfördelning
och den strukturella karaktären i utvalda områden.

Studien omfattar två områden i sydöstra Sverige; Norrköping - Västervik samt Oskarshamn
Yästerviksområdet. Norrköping - Västerviksområdet representerar övergången mellan två

tektoniska regioner, den Svekofenniska provinsen och TGPB. Perifera delar av TGPB tycks
har vara påverkade av de Svekofenniska deformationerna. Detta har medfört att både det
berggrundsgeologiska och det strukturgeologiska mönstret är mycket komplicerat.
Bergarterna i området är delvis kraftigt tektoniserade med regionala sprickstråk orienterade i
västnordvästlig riktning. I dessa sprickzoner har graniter av olika åldrar intruderat. Att
övergangszoner mellan tektoniska regioner ofta representerar områden med störda
berggrundsgeologiska förhållanden, bekräftas inte bara i denna studie utan kan iakttas på
tlera platser i landet. Sådana områden bör i ett tidigt skede uteslutas i
iokahsenngsprogrammet, eftersom de är svåra att karaktärisera.

Oskarshamn - Västerviksområdet, som är en del av det Transkandinaviska Granit-
Porfyrbäitet (TGPB), domineras av bergarter tillhörande Småland-Värmlandgranitgruppen.
Bergarterna i denna grupp varierar i sammansättning från gabbro till granit. Yngre graniter
är av betydelse vid karaktärisering av de kustnära delarna i regionen. Dessa unga,
homogena graniter kan ha gett upphov till några av de gångbergarter som återfinns i den
berggrund (Smålandsgraniter) som de intruderat i. Exempel på sådana gångbergarter är
finkorniga graniter och grovkorniga pegmatiter. De yngsta bergarterna i området
representeras av diabaser och gångporfyrer.

Huvudriktningarna för de större sprickzonerna i området Oskarshamn - Västervik uppvisar
likheter med de större sprickzonerna som återfinns i området mellan Norrköping och
Västervik. En tillkommande komponent av regional karaktär är de nordsydliga brantstående
spncksträk som återfinns i hela området. Subhorisontelia överskjutningszoner har iakttagits
under tidigare fältarbeten i området vilket gör att de inte kan uteslutas utgöra en viktig
komponent i berggrunden. Dessa undersökningar behöver kompletteras innan man kan
avgöra deras frekvens, orientering och geografiska läge.

Man kan konstatera att den här delen av Sverige är undersökt i begränsad omfattning.
Befintligt material behöver därför kompletteras med mer omfattande regionala
undersökningar i samband med ett lokaliseringsarbete. Det är rekommendabelt att som
arbetsstrategi i regionalt perspektiv försöka kartlägga egenskaper som kan ha betydelse ur
lokaliseringssynpunkt i den svenska platsvalsprocessen, såsom:
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Berggrunden: historisk utveckling, bergartsfördelning, gångbergarter och
metamorfosgrad.

Detormationshistona: plastiska och spröda strukturer.

Berggrunden och dess strukturer har betydelse för bedömningar avseende byggbarhet
och långtidssäkerhet i anläggningen och har därför stor betydelse i urvalsarbetet.

Kvartära avlagringar; sammansättning och mäktigheter.

De kvartära avlagringarnas mäktighet och sammansättning kan i vissa fall begränsa
användningen av vissa geofysiska mätmetoder. Kunskap om kvartärgeologin är därför
viktig i planeringen av undersökningsprogram.

Naturtillgångar som malmer, mineralfyndigheter, och prydnadssten.

1 syfte att förebygga markanvändningskonflikter samt att så långt som möjligt minimera
riskerna för ett framtida intrång i eller i närheten av förvaret är kunskapen om
naturresurser i ett område av vikt.

Erfarenheter från berggbyggnad i aktuellt område.

Genomgång av konstruktionsarbete under jord ger information om berggrunden i tre
dimensioner samt indikationer på resultaten från konstruktionsarbetet, vilket kan vara av
betydelse.

Regionalt grundvatten.

Nödvändigt för förståelsen av storskaliga gradienter (topografin) samt variationerna i
grundvattenkemin i ett regionalt perspektiv.
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1 INTRODUCTION

in the tali of 1992 the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company. SKB.
presented their third research program to the Swedish government, "Program for
Research. Development and Demonstration", RD & D 92. For the first time the program
contained detailed information concerning the siting program for deep disposal of high
leve! radioactive waste. In summary the siting process is proposed by SKB to be divided
in five steps as follows:

Stepl. survey of siting factors, prestudies on possible candidate sites, selection of sites,
site investigations, technical and socioeconomic analyses, evaluation of results.
application for detailed investigations and safety analyses.

Step 2. detailed investigations including sinking of shafts and construction of tunnels at
planned disposal level, evaluation and safety report, application for construction.

Step 3. construction at demonstration scale and installation of equipment, final safety
report, application for operation.

Step 4. operation start of demonstration scale of the disposal system.

Step 5. extension of repository to full scale.

The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI), is responsible for the review of the SKB
RD&D programme where the siting process is one important part. It is essential for the
reviewer to have information on geological characteristics of relevance for repository
siting from different tectonic regions of the Swedish bedrock. This report presents such
information from two regions in southeastern Sweden. Two similar reports (Lundqvist,
et.al.. 1992 and Scherman, 1992) have earlier been prepared for the National Board for
Spent Nuclear Fuel (SKN) and for SKI, respectively. This report should be seen as a
complementary study which follows the approach used in the two earlier reports.

2 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The field excursion and connected activities reported here (and in the two earlier reports)
aim at the screening stage of a repository site selection program. The study concerns
bedrock properties which are judged to be relevant in the screening process because of
their importance for the construction of the repository, the stability of the excavation and
the long term safety. However, the study must be limited to bedrock properties which can
readily be observed in the field or concluded from map and literature studies or from
experience from earlier underground construction works in the studied regions. Studies at
this stage cannot be related directly to the bedrock parameters used in safety analyses.
However, information on the regional scale is expected to play an important role in the
siting process and for characterization of a site at the local scale.

The field excursions were made in two areas of southeastern Sweden to survey
characteristic features of the bedrock. The areas were selected so as to complement earlier
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fide M".uuies ir. this pan of Sv eden and in particular to study the transition zone between
•hr Transcandinavian Igneous Belt. TIB, and the Svecofennian subprovince. A major aim
was to illustrate the present status of knowledge related mainly to characteristics of the
bedrock geology and the structures in the regions which are important for repository
Mtmg. Brief accounts are given of observations from the visited localities, see appendices
I and II.

A recommendation of a systematic compilation of basic geological information to be used
in the screening process at the regional and semiregional scale is given. This information
should also be valuable in providing the regional setting and boundary conditions for the
local modelling of the bedrock at a choosen site.

3 BEDROCK PROPERTIES RELEVANT IN THE SCREENING PROCESS

The siting program should include a systematic survey of the different tectonic regions
which together form the crystalline basement of Sweden (Ähagen et. al., 1993). Such a
bur\e> can provide input data to the first elimination of areas or regions which on a
regional scale are considered to be of less interest, e.g. regions with high potential of ore
and other economic mineral deposits and extensively fractured or tectonized areas. This
matter has also been emphasized in the authorities review of the Research and
Development (and Demonstration) Programs presented by SKB in 1986, 1989 and 1992.

Lundqvist et. al. (1992) suggest that the following geological factors be considered
in the screening process.

Rock type (different rock types have different properties, due to e.g.

different tectonic history).

Grade of metamorphism (effects the rock strength).

- Mineralogical composition of bedrock and fracture fillings.

Frequency of dikes (dolerites, fine-grained granites, pegmatite etc.),
important for the understanding of the groundwater flow and for the
stability of underground excavations (experienced from many
underground facilities in the Swedish bedrock).

Major fracture zones and regional fracture pattern.

Ore deposits and mineralizations of potential economic interest.

Ground water capacity.

Possible neotectonic activity.

{-Aen it Sweden is a country with low seismic activity there are regions with anomalous
activity. These regions should be avoided together with areas showing structural features
where activity can be expected in the future.



ir. earlier screening for study sites in the Swedish program the regional geological
a>ru!::io:is in Sweden were studied only to a limited extent. Time constraints.
accessibility ot the land and the landowner situation were the main determining
rotors tor the selection of study sites (author's remark). Even if considerable
experience was gained from field studies and site evaluations, this experience can not
he related to geological properties in a regional perspective and this work still needs
to be done.

Before candidate sites are selected, a systematic compilation of existing data of the
Swedish bedrock geology is suggested. Such information is a necessary basis for a
vnentifielv defensible siting process. It would also form a base for review of the site
selection process by the scientific community.

The selection of sites should however not necessarily be limited already in the first
step to certain favourable regions. If other, less favourable regions are included, then
it is particularly important to have a good understanding of the regional geology.
This should contribute to a first descriptive model with specifications of important
factors to be considered in the following investigations at a subregional and site
scale.

4 OVERVIEW OF THE GEOLOGY OF THE BALTIC SHIELD

Almost the whole of the Swedish bedrock belongs to the Baltic Shield. The Baltic
Shield is located between the Kola Peninsula in the north-east, the Caledonides in the
west and Scania (Skåne) in the south of Sweden. The Baltic Shield can be divided
into five tectonic regions with significantly different geological history (Figure 1).
These regions are:

The Archean Province constituting northern Finland, the Kola Peninsula and
northern Norway. Northern Sweden contains some isolated fragments of this
province. The age is about 2,500 to 3,000 Ma.

- The Svecokarelian Province is located in eastern and northern Sweden. The
bedrock of southern and north-western Finland is also related to this province,
which was formed by the Svecokarelian orogeny (migmatization etc.) 1,800 to
1.900 Ma ago. This province is divided in two subprovinces; Karelian-Lapponium
in northern Sweden and Finland and the Svecofennian in central and southern
Sweden and in southern Finland.

The Transscandinavian Igneous Belt (TIB) is a granite dominated belt stretching
from the east coast of Blekinge to the Norwegian border. The age of the bedrock
is 1 .biO to 1.800 Ma. This belt is complex and includes younger intrusions,
dolerite dikes and inclusions of older rocks.

The Southwest Scandinavian Province forms the south-western Swedish and
southern Norwegian bedrock. Its eastern border is the so called Protogene zone.
Major tectonic lineaments are penetrating this province. Significant for this
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Figure 1. Tectonic regions in Sweden I After Lundqvisl ct. aL 109!).



province is a complicated tectonic, magmatic and metamorphic ev ution in the
time interval between 900 and 1,800 Ma.

- The Blekinge - Bornholm Province is a small province with a geology separated
from the surroundings (the Transscandinavian Igneous Belt in the north and the
Southwest Scandinavian Province in the west). The Blekinge- Bomholm Province
was formed 1,350 to 1,800 Ma ago and includes dolerites formed 900 Ma before
present.

These regions represent different conditions concerning distribution of rock types,
fracture zones and intrusions, and possibly geochemical conditions.

There are also some rock formations, which are no: included in any of the described
tectonic regions. Among these are the Postcambrian rocks e.g. the Alkaline group,
pegmatites and impact structures. The former formations represent rocks formed by
late magmatic activity coupled with intense fracturing. The latter represents
meteorite impacts such as that at Siljan which occurred during Devonian time.

5 RESUMÉ OF EARLIER FIELD EXCURSIONS

In order to illustrate relevant aspects of the Swedish geology, a field excursion was
carried out (Lundqvist et.al., 1992) to cover some of the key areas within Swedish hard
rock geology. Figure 2 shows the excursion route from Gothenburg in southwest up to
Nordingrå on the middle east coast. A more detailed description of two areas along the
profile were presented: the Southwest Scandinavian province west of the so called
"Protogine zone" and the Los-Hamra region on the border between the Svecofennian and
the TIB province. The descriptions comprised data on the evolution of the rock
formations as well as on plastic and brittle deformation.

Scherman (1992) describes two regions in southern Sweden; part of Östergötland and
Södermanland, Blekinge and southeastern Småland, (see region 1 och 2 in Figure 3).
These regions represent three different tectonic regions; the Svecofennian subprovince,
the Blekinge-Bornholm province and the Transscandinavian Igneous Belt, respectively.
The purpose of that study was to present a regional descriptive model which can be used
as a starting point for continued investigations down to semiregional and local scale.

The following factors or characteristics of importance for the siting were identified:

Rock type distribution, mineralogy, formation of rocks, degree of metamorphism
(migmatization) and deformation history.

- Plastic deformation and mineral orientation.

Brittle deformation and frequency and orientation of regional fracture
zones.

Description of quaternary deposits.
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Figure 2. Excursion route Göteborg-Nordingrä (After Lundqvist et. al., 1992).



Information concerning ore deposits, economic minerals, quarry activities
and underground constructions.'B*

- Regional ground water characteristics.

The accessible geological background information from the studied regions varies. A
consequence of this is that some regions will require additional geological investigations
in order to bring the knowledge of the regions to a common and comparable level.

The localities in the above described field studies were choosen so as to provide
representative information on the bedrock of the region. The localities may therefore be
of valuable help for studies of the distribution of rock types and structural features.

6 INVESTIGATED AREAS

The region investigated in this report is situated in the southeastern part of Sweden
(regien 3 in Figure 3). The region is subdivided into two parts in the geological
description below; 1) the transition zone between the Svecofennian subprovince in the
north and the TranScandinavian Igneous Belt in the south, i.e. from Norrköping in the
north to Västervik in the south, 2) the granites belonging to the TIB, i.e. south of
Västervik down to the Oskarshamn region.

6.1 Methodology

The following activities are included in the present study.

- Literature study.

- Siudy of geological maps.

- Reconnaissance work in field.

- Field excursion.

The study of literature covers both old and new reports and articles which give the
necessary geological background information in order to present the status of knowledge
in the area. The study of geological maps contributed to the planning of the field study.
The reconnaissance work aimed at identifying localities showing the distribution of rock-
types and important structural features in the area. The result from this activity was used
in planning the field study. The field excursion aimed at illustrating the characteristics of
the bedrock geology and important structural features, which are judged to be of
importance in a siting process.



Blekinge-Bornholm
province

Figure 3. Studied areas.
1. Blekinge-Bornhnlm province and part of the Transcandinavian igneous belt.
2. Part of the Svecofennian subnrovince.
3. Part of the Transcandinavian igneous belt and the transition zone towards the

Svecofenn ian subprovince.
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6.2 The Norrköping - Västervik region

6.2.1 Major events in the geological evolution in southeastern Sweden

The following schedule presents the most important rock forming and tectonic events in
southeastern Sweden. This schedule represents recent interpretations which may not be
generally accepted and may therefore be subject to future revisions.
Ages in the scedule are given in million years (Ma).

400 Some faulting with variable intensity

550 400 Deposition of Lower Paleozoic sediments

1,600 - 900 Block faulting, several generations of dolerite intrusions

1,660 The youngest phase of magmatism in the Transcandinavian Igneous

Belt (TIB)

1,790 Major peak of TIB magmatism, extensive tectonic regime

1.840 Major peak of metamorphism and migmatization within the
Svecofennnian. Oldest intrusions within the TIB. Still compressive
regime ( although våning). Formation of serorogenic granites

1,890 Intrusions of calk - alkaline plutonics in a compressive tectonic
regime

2,000 Deposition of volcanics and sediments on mainly unknown
continental crust ( not older than 2,200 Ma)

6.2.2 Major features of bedrock and structural geology

The rock distribution and major tectonic features as well as the excursion travel route are
presented in Figure 4 and 5. The region can be regarded as a transition zone between the
Central Sörmland area with generally eastward plunging linear elements and typically arc-
shaped structures in the north and the Västervik area in the south with generally
northwest-southeast oriented structures. This gradual change in structural characteristics is
likely caused by the intrusion of young granites in the TIB (Wikström, 1991). Stephens
and Wahlgren (1994) suggest an extensive development of shear-zones independent of
TIB-magmatism to account for the westnorthwest-eastsoutheast oriented structures in the
region.

South of the major Norrköping fault the sedimentary gneisses (see Figure 4) show an arc -
shaped, "Schlingenbau" type of tectonics (longitudinal compression of originally straight
fault-zones). This area is a continuation of the Sörmland area in the north and consists of
medium amphibolite facies, psammitic (clastic sediment of sand size particles) dominated
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sedimentary gneisses with garnet, cordierite and silhmanite as index minerals in pelitic
(sandy-clayey waterlaid sediments) parts.

North of the Norrköping fault the structures are more monotone and oriented in east -
west apart from areas near TIB. Different granitoids intrude the high grade metasediments
which have a mixed volcanic - sedimentary origin.

In the Norrköping area just southwest of the Norrköping fault there is an outcrop of
andalusite-mica schist. These low metamorphic sedimentary gneisses indicate a more
shallow bedrock section compared to the gneisses northeast of the fault. This is caused by
thrust movements in the Norrköping fault. Such information is of importance in order to
understand the development of the fault zone and its effects on the surrounding bedrock.

The Norrköping fault itself is a very complicated structure. It has been suggested
(Wikström, 1975) that a granite (Fransberg granite) belonging to the Småland-Värmland
granite group has intruded into the fault zone. A dolerite dike has been observed cross
cutting the mylonitic foliation. As mentioned earlier the fault separates the lower grade
schists in the southwest from higher grade gneisses in the northeast. The fault also cross
cuts the Cambrian sandstone north of Norrköping. Apparently the fault zone has been
active several times during the geological evolution of the area.

Tectonically overlying the sedimentary gneisses east of Norrköping is a volcanic sequence
of mainly intermediate composition. This sequence can be followed some 100 kilometres
to the Loftahammar region in the south (Figure 5). It is strongly migmatized and Ĵ SO
penetrated by older plutonics. This formation is termed "Amfibolitformationen" oi the
"Kårö-Askö" - massif. The classification of this sequence has varied considerably through
the years. The main problem has been to decide how much of the mafic material belongs
to the supracrustal unit and how much belongs to older plutonics. In the south the unit
eventually borders the well known Västervik sediments. The possible interrelationship
between the "Kårö-Askö" -massif and the Västervik sediments has been discussed by
Gavelin (1984).

The Västervik sediments (quartzites), appearing between Västervik and Gamleby, have a
very pronounced northwest - southeast trend of anticlines and synclines (determined
mainly by the ubiquitous "way-up" observations in the quartzites). No shear zones have
so far been reported. The contact towards the TIB runs approximately parallell to the
axial trend in the sediments. The quartzites are overlain by acid volcanics described by
Jonuks in Gavelin (1984). They are conformably folded with the pre-Svecofennian
quartzites in a weak syncline. For this reason the volcanites were regarded to belong to
the Svecofennian rocks. (Gavelin, 1984). However, a porphyry from the acid volcanic
group has recently been dated to 1,813 Ma (Wikström, 1993). This age is close to the
Småland porphyries. The acid volcanics are thus not associated with the Svecofennian
rocks as was previously thought.

The traditional subdivision of the plutonics into prim-, ser- and postorogenic groups has
met with some difficulties in the area. A possible explanation could be that the TIB
magmatism started when the Svecofennian orogenic process was still active. The
classification problem is associated with the so called postorogenic granites whose
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margins can be involved in the regional tectonic events. This may cause succesive and
diftuse transitions between the different plutonics. This has also been confirmed (Asklund
et al., 1928), but the feature has not been considered in later development of geologic
models. Of special importance for this problem is a radiometric dating of the, known post
orogenic, Askersund granite, (belonging to the TIB-group of granites, outside the
investigated area) which has yielded an age of approximately 1,847 Ma (Persson and
Wikström, pers. comm.). This age is similar to that which has been dated for the
Loftahammar granite (Åberg, 1978), located in the southern part of the Norrköping -
Västervik region.

Svecofennian plutonics are typically medium-grained, more or less migmatized
granodiorites and tonalites. Subordinate amounts of granites and diorites-gabbros are also
associated with this group. The augen gneisses which most probably should be classified
as TIB rocks (like the Loftahammar and Hälla granites) have a more alkali-calcic
chemical character.

The brittle fault- and fracture pattern has been described by Asklund (1923). He has
demonstrated the relationship to the intrusion of the so called Sub-jotnian dolerites, which
probably are somewhat older than 1,550 Ma. Some of the faults also seem to follow
older, ductile shear zones. Figure 6 gives a general impression of the directions of faults
in southeastern Sweden. The fracture zones or major lineaments are trending in
westnorthwest - eastsoutheast in the described area.

Aeromagnetic maps as well as the field observations indicate that the dominating
westnorthwest oriented faults north of Norrköping have a considerable, dextral (right
lateral) movement. Displacements of up to one kilometre have been observed. South of
Norrköping aeromagnetic information is not available. However, dextral movements seem
to be dominant both in the brittle faults and in the somewhat older ductile shear-zones,
e.g. along the Ukna valley or the Loftahammar fault (Figure 6), trending from
Loftahammar and towards northwest.

Young, phanerozoic (600-300 Ma), faults can be detected from the geomorphology of
Cambrian sandstones, which can be found in erosion protected areas and as sandstone
dikes. The frequency of these relatively young faults is lower compared to the frequency
of Precambrian faults.

The Ukna valley or the Loftahammar fault is of great importance for the understanding of
the transition between the Svecofennian province and the TIB. South of the Ukna valley
the lineaments and rock units show an even more uniform orientation towards northwest
compared to areas north of the valley.

In summary the Norrköping - VästerviK region shows that the transition between the
Svecofennian subprovince and TIB is very complex and intensely tectonized. Similar
observations have been made in other areas of Sweden, e.g. at the border between the
Blekinge - Bornholm province and between TIB and the Southwest Scandinavian province
(the Protogine zone). Therefore, it is recommended that geologic transition zones should
be thoroughly characterized and if possible avoided in a siting process.
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6.2.3 Quaternary deposits

A-> is normal in coastal areas, the bedrock exposure is relatively high, except in the
valleys which are covered by wave-washed moraines sometimes with interbedded deposits
of giaciofluvial sediments, often clayey material. The thickness of the clay in the center of
some valleys exceeds 10 metres, which probably excludes the use of some geophysical
methods to characterize areas in close connection to major tectonic lineaments. Seismic
refraction methods and core-drilling may here be a necessary complement in the site
characterization work.

6.2.4 Natural resources

6.2.4.1 Ore and mineral deposits

Ore and mineral deposits in this region are of no importance today. Open pits of older
dating are to be found where no visible ore minerals are left in the pits. The small open
cuts are all associated with older Svecofennian bedrock.
The largest occurrences of magnetite, some pyrite, cuprite and pyrrhotite are found just
south of the inlet Slätbaken, close to the town of Söderköping in the Nartorp ore district
(Wikström, 1975). At present they are of no economic value.

6 2.4.2 Industrial minerals and ornamental stones

As for the metallic minerals no quarries for industrial minerals and ornamental stones of
importance are to be found. The most important quarry (now closed) was in a young
granite just west of Stora Bogstad, 5 km southwest of Söderköping. Local stone quarries
can be found in gneiss-granites in the region, but none is in operation today. Some barlast
quarries in the gneiss-granites have recently been opened up for production.

6.2.5 Experiences from underground constructions

It has been difficult to receive information about "underground" activity in the area but
rock caverns for oil storage have been built just north of the Norrköping fault in a
migmatized sedimentary gneiss, belonging to the Svecofennian subprovince. By placing
the caverns in this rock formation the problems during construction were relatively small
in spite of the fact that the Norrköping fault is relatively close, 5-7 kilometres (C-0
Morfelt, pers. comm.). The conclusion of this is that by choosing a competent rock, in
this case a migmatized sedimentary gneiss, one can minimize the potential problems
caused by heavy tectonization.

6.2.6 Field study

The intention of the field study was to illustrate the important transition zone and related
mam features between the Svecofennian province and the TIB. The excursion route
covered the area around Norrköping down to the southern part of the city of Västervik.

Special interest is given to the Norrköping fault and the Loftahammar fault. As these
faults are of a regional character they have influenced the geological and structural
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evolution of the area. The different types of granites, pre- post- and anorogenic types are
also observed and described. A short presentation of significant characteristics and
geographic information is given for each visited locality in appendix I.

6.3 The Oskarshamn - Västervik region

6 3.1 Major events in the geological evolution in southeastern Småland

An attempt to illustrate the geological and historical evolution of the southeast Småland
region belonging to the TIB province is compiled below. Ages are given in million years
(Ma).

1 6 - present time The quaternary period with repeated glaciatioru, deposition of
moraines, glaciofluvial sedimentation etc

600 400 Deposition of sandy and later clayey and carbonate rich sediments

900 - 600 Sedimentation and erosion

1.200 - 900 Fracturing probably during several periods, formation of dolerite
dikes. Sedimentation and erosion

1.400 - 1,350 Formation of anorogenic intrusive granites (Gotemar type etc.)
Fracturing a." i mineralization

1.650 - 1,350 Formation of dikes of different composition such as porphyrites and
uralite dolerites, sometimes mixed dikes

1.800 - 1,650 Formation of plutonic rocks from gabbro to granite in the late
Svecokarelian orogen. Deformation and metamorphism of older
bedrock

1.840 - 1,800 Formation of volcanic supracrustals in late Svecokarelian orogen
along fracture groups in westnorthwest - eastsoutheast

1,900 - 1,840 Deformation, folding and metamorphism. Formation of some of the
fine-grained granites, fracturing

2.000 - 1,900 Deposition of sediments and volcanic material, later metamorphosed
into quartzites, porphyrites etc. Early deformation in west-northwest
to eastsoutheast

6.3.2 Major features of bedrock and structural geology

The rock-type distribution and major tectonic features as well as the excursion travel route
are presented in Figure 7. This part of the Swedish bedrock is only characterized from
generalized surveying and from older maps. Modem detailed maps are available only in
limited areas. For that reason the relation between different rock types in the region is not
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known in any detail. Dating is sparse and does not significantly contribute to a better
understanding of the genesis and interrelation of different rock types. This is also the case
vuth the structural geology where we can highlight only the major features.

The area is dominated by plutonic granitoids named the Småland - Värmland granite
group. They are normally associated with basic rock types, which are named greenstones.
The greenstones vary in size from inclusions of decimetre size up to kilometre wide
intrusive bodies. In most cases they originate from the same magmasequence .vhich
formed the granites, but older greenstones are also included in some areas.

The Småland granite group varies both in composition and structure. Normally they are
homogeneous but more schistosic or foliated types are not uncommon. The foliation over
the region is normally trending westnorthwest but in the eastern parts showing more
eastnortheast directions. On a more regional scale the foliation or schitosity is cut by the
so called "Protogine zone" which can be followed from the lake Vättern south to Skåne
(Figure 1). This tectonic border separates the Southwest Scandinavian province in the
west from the TIB province in the east. West of the Protogine zone the bedrock and
structural features show quite a different character compared to the TIB province in the
east (Lundqvist et. al., 1992).

Within the TIB province there are also remnants or inclusions of older rocks, both
supracrustal and plutonic rock types, belonging to the Svecofennian orogene, but less
metamorphosed. Acid volcanites (here named Småland porphyries) are also found in the
region. These volcanites are often well preserved and foliated only to a limited extent.
They are probably slightly older than the main part of the Småland granites.

In the contact zones between porphyries and granites, subvolcanic rock types are found.
These subvolcanic rocks were formed by mixing of melted or partly meUed granite
magma and intruding volcanites, thus indicating only a slight age difference between the
Småland granites and the associated porphyries in the region.

Younger than the Småland granites are the homogeneous Götemar, Uthammar and
Jungfrun granites (1,400-1,350 Ma), which can be found in the eastern part of the
egion.These granites are of special interest due to their possible impact on the
urrounding bedrock. Dikes of fine-grained granite and pegmatites are often related to

these intrusions. Information from the Äspö site (Palmqvist, et. al., 1992) shows that
some of the fine-grained granites are important for the groundwater flow. Another
interesting feature (also exemplified in the field excursion) is the occurrence of fine-
grained granites in many of the fracture zones in the area. This indicates that they have
acted as weak parts for stress release (Kornfält and Wikman, 1987 and 1988). Knowledge
at such correlation between lithology and tectonic features may prove valuble for the
characterization and understanding of the bedrock properties.

Dikes of porphyrites and dolerites (1,200-900 Ma) are known to be of importance for the
hyclrogeological conditions and for the mechanical behaviour of the bedrock. The
youngest dikes of dolerites are trending north-south as in the Blekinge - Bornholm
province (Scherman, 1992) and indicates regional fracturing over a large area.
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The southeast Småland, part of the TIB province, can be regarded as a bedrock block,
which in the west is bordered by the "Protogine zone". The southern border towards the
Blekinge - Bomholm province is a tectonic border where movements in the crust have
been released. To the north the transition towards the Svecofennian subprovince is more
diffuse with gradually increasing metamorphism towards north, approximately from the
Västervik area to the area just north of the city of Norrköping.

The fracture pattern is not known in detail but, as mentioned earlier, the dominating
regional pattern is trending in westnorthwest - eastsoutheast. This direction changes to a
more north-south direction when approaching the Trotogine zone" in the west. Single
north-south trending lineaments are found also in the eastern parts, the Simpevarp region
is one example. The youngest dolerites have probably intruded in these fractures during a
regional tensional regime.

More shallow dipping fracture zones have been indicated in earlier investigations,
(Nordensköld, 1945 and Palmqvist and Olsson, 1991). It could be of interest to
investigate these zones further as they may play an important role for the tectonic
evolution of this region. Such investigations can be realized by field studies, geophysical
methods and drilling in selected localities. Field observations in the Simpevarp region
indicate a horizontal or subhorizontal component in the bedrock shown by shallow
dipping pegmatite dikes in the granites, in both prim- and postorogenic granites. The
subhorizontal zones have to be investigated further in order to get a better regional
understanding and to enhance the understanding of local scale features and thus the ability
to build local scale conceptual geologic structure models. The regional characteristics are
not always visible on the local site scale, depending on topography, soil cover etc. The
shallow dipping fractures or fracture zones or other characteristics detected in the region
can serve as indicators for what can be expected in the local site and can then be looked
for in a more systematic way.

6.3.3 Quaternary deposits

The region is characterized by low topography with normally covered bedrock in the
southern parts. The amount of exposed bedrock increases going towards north and in the
Oskarshamn region. Further to the north, up to the city of Västervik the bedrock is well
exposed.
Moraines are dominating especially in the less well exposed areas where also peat land
increases into the inner parts of southeastern Småland. Generally, in well exposed areas
the moraine cover between the outcrops does not exceed 5 metres but in other areas the
overburden can be somewhat thicker. Glaciofluvial sediments are concentrated to fracture
zones or valleys in a westnorthwest - southeast direction. The thickness of these sediments
can sometimes exceed 20 metres.
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6.3.4 Natural resources

6.3.4.1 Ore and mineral deposits

Within the TIB in southeastern Småland there are weak mineralisations or occurrences of
ore ot limited economic value. Almost all ore deposits in the region are associated with
older bedrock belonging to the Svecofennian subprovince.

Examples of earlier mined ore deposits are the Ädelfors gold mine, the Kleva nickel mine
and copper-zink mines in the Fröderyd area (Persson, 1989). The occurrence of gold in
Ädelfors is localized to quarz dikes, cutting old supracrustal rocks in the Vetlanda region.
The copper-zink deposits are to be found in old basic supracrustal rocks and limestones
while the nickel is associated with older gabbros.

6.3.4.2 Industrial minerals and ornamental stones

Different rock types have been used by the stone industry in the area. The industry has
focused especially on the granites in the coastal areas. Both primorogenic and
postorogenic granites have been exploited. The granite was initially used as pave and kerd
stone, but the products of today are ornamental and building stones. The increasing need
for chrushed bedrock material is of importance. Inventories of possible quarries for such
products have been performed in most of the counties in Sweden. Such information can
be useful in the siting program as the reports present data on rock quality, fractures,
radioactivity and thickness of the quarternary deposits.

A group of rocks which in the future can become of economic interest are the Småland
porphyries and associated volcanites where unexplored ores cannot be excluded. It is
suggested that these rock types should be avoided in the siting process.

6.3 5 Field study

The excursion travel route is presented in Figure 7 together with the rock type distribution
and major tectonic features. The Simpevarp area, where the excursion starts, is of general
interest due to the localization of the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory and the interim storage
tor spent nuclear fuel, CLAB. To the north the excursion route passes through the TIB
granitoids and approaches the structurally important transition between the TIB and the
Svecofennian rock formations at Västervik. A short presentation of significant
characteristics and geographic information is given for each visited locality in appendix II

7 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Geology of studied areas

The Norrköping - Västervik region has a very complex character both in the distribution
of rock-types as well as major deformation phases. This can to some extent be explained
by the interference between the Svecofennian orogeny and the magmatism within the TIB
region. As a consequence of this such an area requires extensive studies to assure that
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presented data are reliable enough to be used in a descriptive model of the geological
characteristics.

The major fault zones in the area have been activated at several occasions with, initially, a
ductile right lateral shearing of several hundred metres. Faulting is intense and the major
fault zones in a northwest direction have caused intense fracturing and mylonization in the
surrounding bedrock.

An area of this character should, if possible, be excluded in the screening process as the
frequency of disturbed rock conditions is quite high in comparison to areas outside the
transition zone.

The migmatized parts of the older bedrock (Svecofennian rocks) in the region can,
nevertheless, be of som? interest in a siting process, due to the high grade of
metamorphism and good experiences from underground constructions in this type of
bedrock in other areas (Scherman, 1992, p. 7).

The Oskarshamn - Västervik region, which is part of the TIB province, is dominated by
rocks belonging to the Småland - Värmland granite group. The sequence of rock-types
varies in composition from gabbro to granite. The granites are often associated with
porphyries. Young granites in the coastal region are of importance due to their impacts on
the surrounding bedrock. The youngest rock-type in the area is dolerite, which has
intruded in a north-south trending fracture pattern.

Major faults or lineaments, show similarities with respect to their orientation,
westnorthwest, with those in the Norrköping - Västervik region. Subhorizontal thrust
faults have been reported in earlier invest;*ations, but need to be further investigated.

As this part of Sweden has been investigated only to a limited extent (general surveying),
more detailed information is needed if these regions are included in the siting program.

7.2 Conclusions

The conclusions to be drawn from this study and the two earlier studies
are mainly based on observations from the field excursions. They are however consistent
with experience from underground mapping and preinvestigations performed in the
Swedish Precan.brian bedrock during the last twenty years.

The report does not cover all geoscientific data from the two studied areas. It should
rather be regarded as an attempt to present a working strategy and to indicate which
geoscientific parameters are important in a screening and regional siting program. In
comparing the two study areas, it is obvious that they differ in rock type distribution and
structure.

Adverse and complex rock conditions are to be expected in an area like the transition
between the TIB province and the Svecofennian subprovince (the Norrköping - Västervik
region). Similar conditions have been observed at the border between TIB and the
Blekinge - Bornholm province as well as the border between TIB and the Southwest
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Scandinavian province represented by the Protogine zone (Lundqvist et. al., 1992 and
Scherman, 1992).

In the Oskarshamn-Västervik region (part of the TIB province) the dominating bedrock is
formed by different granitoids belonging to the Småland-Värmland granite group. They
represent a wide span in chemical composition which has to be evaluted as regards the
consequences for e.g. the ground-water chemistry.

Young homogeneous granites and granites originating from wet magmas have to be taken
into consideration because during intrusion they create fractures and dikes (fine-grained
granites and coarse pegmatites) in the host rock. This feature has been observed in the
Äspö island where the fine-grained granites probably guide the main part of the
waterflow, especially where the fine-grained granites are related to major faulting
(Ericsson, 1988 and Stanfors, pers. comm.).

A similar situation can be expected along the young north-south dolerites. These fractures
used by the intruding dolerites may be considered in selecting areas or sites both in
regional and local scale. The dolerites mainly have a negative influence on the rock
stability.

In general dikes of different origin create problems in underground constructions. Typical
problems are instability (outfall) and waterleakage, which can imply serious consequences
in construction work and for the longterm safety (see e.g. Lundgren and Scherman,
1972).

The presence of subhorizontal fracture zones has been a contentious issue in descriptions
of the Simpevarp area. This type of structures should be further investigated (orientation,
frequency and geographical position) to assure a complete description of the region.
Gently dipping pegmatites in both the Småland granites and in the Götemar type of
intrusions are additional indications of subhorizontal structures in the bedrock in this area.

7.3 Recommendations

In a nationwide screening or regional to semiregional siting it is recommended as a
working strategy that the following bedrock characteristics and properties of relevance for
repository siting are taken into consideration.

• Bedrock; historical evolution, rock-type distribution, dikes and grade of
metamorphism.

The bedrock and its structural characteristics (major faults, fractures and dikes) in a
region will form the necessary geological background in order to make a judicious
selection when scaling down to more local areas. In principle it is suggested to avoid
areas where the bedrock has a mixed composition of rock types of different genesis or
contains dikes of significant frequency or dimension. Such features in the bedrock
often manifest themselves in faults, fractures and mylonizations which may not be
observable at the surface or in a few scattered bore holes. The grade of metamorphism
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can probably be used as a criterion as high grade metamorphism can increase the
strength and tightness of the rock.

• Deformation history including plastic and brittle structures.

• Quaternary deposits; characteristics and thickness.

Depending on thickness and origin, quaternary deposits may reduce the usefulness of
some geophysical measurement methods. A knowledge of the properties of the
quaternary deposits is thus important when planning the geophysical site
characterization program.

• Natural resources such as ore and mineral deposits, industrial minerals and ornamental
stones.

It is essential that the bedrock below the site and up to an ample distance is free from
rare and/or economically valuable minerals so as to avoid land use conflicts and as a
precautionary measure against future human intrusions into the repository rock. It
should be taken into account that "economically valuable" is not a constant quantity
over time.

• Experiences from underground constructions in a region.

It is suggested that on a screening and regional siting program experiences from
underground constructions in different geological environments shall be considered.
Such information contributes to the planning of the construction, and sometimes gives
information on structural parameters not visible on the surface.

• Regional groundwater properties.

Groundwater is an important resource almost anywhere. Data on well capacities and
groundwater composition are recorded from most of the populated regions in Sweden.
Additional sampling and analysis programs can easily be implemented to extract
information on e.g. regional gradients (from topography) and groundwater chemistry.
Such information is valuable but may not be decisive because groundwater samples at
great depths are likely not available.
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APPENDIX I

Field guide and locality presentation for the Norrköping - Västervik region

1) Himmelstalund, 8G Norrköping NV, 649685/151970

In the western parts of Norrköping, just southwest of the Norrköping fault, there is an
outcrop of andalusite-mica schist. The low metamorphic schist represents a more shallow
bedrock section compared to the sedimentary gneisses north of the fault, with a higher
metamorphic grade. This situation is caused by the thrust movements in the Norrköping
fault, which have exposed a lower section of the bedrock north of the fault.

2) Styrstad, 8G Norrköping NO, 649090/152600

This is a locality close to the Norrköping fault. The fault follows an older shear-zone within
a younger granite which is seen in a less deformed state at locality 3. Most probably the
granite has intruded in an active shear-zone. As deduced in the previous locality, the major
movements in the zone has been "eastern-side-upM.

The locality represents the same situation as in the the first locality. South of the fault one
can find a fairly low temperature/pressure (T/P) situation with andalusite-mica schist and
north of the fault high T/P with minerals such as sillimanite-cordierite-gamet. The fault
zone, the origin of which probably is a ductile shear zone, has in its brittle state been
deformed several times causing severe damage to the wall rock.

The granite observed in close connection to the fault, probably belonging to the Småland-
Värmland granite group, is strongly tectonized and mylonized. How far this deformation
has affected the wall rock is not known in detail but is evaluated to several hundreds of
meters.

3) Fransberg, 8G Norrköping NO, 648865/152800

A couple of kilometers south of the Norrköping fault we do find the same type of granite as
in locality number 2, intruded in the fault but not so heavily tectonized. It is here named
Fransberg granite. The deformation is shown by a pronounced foliation of the granite.

It is obvious that this granite has not been close enough to the deformation center to show
the same intense deformation characteristics as in the previous locality. Important in the
siting work is to evaluate the extention of the major fault zones and its impact on the
surrounding bedrock in order to locate areas with less disturbed rock conditions.



4i Hälla. 8G Norrköping NO, 647575/153495

Within the Svecofennian subprovince, various massifs of augengeiss occur, which in older
maps of the region variously have been mapped as belonging to the Småland-Värmland
granitoids or to the older Svecofennian plutonics ("urgraniterna"). The Hälla granite
observed here is an example of such an augengneiss. Dating is needed, to place the rock in
the correct formation.

5) Kårtorp, 7G Västervik NO, 644700/153650

From the Bråviken area in the north towards the Loftahammar region in the south, along the
coast, appeares a formation with Svecofennian rocks of different origin. It is a mixture of
mafic rocks, older primorogenic granites and supracrustal rocks. The formation is
migmatized and normally called the "Amfibolite formation". It can be studied in several
outcrops along the E66 highway and this stop is only one alternative.

6.7.8,9) Loftahammar

On both sides of the Ukna valley, mainly coinciding with the so called Loftahammar fault.
Lottahammar granite dated to approximately 1845 Ma, is found. It is normally porphyric
and probably belonging to the Småland-Värmland granite group.

Within the fault zone in the Loftahammar region this granite is more or less tectonized both
in a ductile and in a brittle state. The fault has a regional dextral shearing which has twisted
the phenocrysts (feldspar crystals).

The fault zone is regional with the same direction as the earlier mentioned Norrrköping
fault, i.e.northwest. No special investigations have previously been performed with the aim
to characterize the zone in the valley, but this is now undder way by Dutch students. A
general impression from field studies is that the area is characterized by a heavily tectonized
and mylonized bedrock.

A tectonic element like the Loftahammar fault is of great importance for the evolution of
the rock formation and deformation of a region. It is therefore of great importance to
further expand the knowledge of this type of structures when implementing a siting process.

10) Almviksnäs, 7G Västervik SO, 641225/153950

In the Västervik region, a formation of old metasediments named "Västervik quartzite" is
observed. The formation belongs to the older rock type in the area and is underlying the
>ounger volcanites (locality number 11). At this locality, primary sedimentary structures
such as cross-bedding, soft sediment deformation etc., can be studied.

11) Stormandebo, 7G Västervik SO, 6401/1534

V oleanite representing supracrustal rock belonging to the Småland porphyries. These
porphyries are in contact with the Småland granites transfomed to subvolcanic rock types, a
mixture of granite and porphyry.



APPENDIX II

1 ieid guide and locality presentation for the Oskarshamn - Västervik region

1) Oskarshamn, 6G Vimmerby SO, 635045/154013

In the vicinity of Oskarshamn (west of the city center), an old gneiss-granite occurs,
belonging to the Svecofennnian formation, which can be seen as remnants in the TIB area.
These grey granites, are primorogenic, migmatized and structurally different from both the
postorogenic Småland granites and the younger Götemar granites. The gneiss-granites can
be followed from Oskarshamn to Vetlanda and towards Jönköping.

2) Uthammar. 6G Vimmerby SO, 636215/154820

This locality shows an example of a young granite, the Uthammar granite. This is a coarse-
grained granite with no significant structure, age around 1400 Ma. These type of granites
(coarse-grained and homogenous) normally show relatively high water content and
significant horizontal or subhorizontal fractures. See also locality 7.

3) St. Laxemar, 6G Vimmerby SO, 636375/154875

An outcrop of greenstone with associated fine-grained granite is exposed here. The
greenstone is possibly belonging to an older type of gabbro. An interesting fact is the
appearance of fine-grained granites (in dikes or lenses), frequently occuring in the area.
This fine-grained granites can sometimes act as conductors for groundwater.

4) Simpevarp, 6H Kråkelund SV, 636570/154140

Significant for the Småland area are the porphyric volcanites related to the Småland granite
group. In this locality the volcanic exposure is grey, porphyric with dacitic composition.

5) .Simpevarp (O-II1). 6H Kråkelund, 636595/155205

As mentioned earlier the fine-grained granites sometimes can guide the waterflow in the
rock. This is an example where the fine-grained granite acts like a weak part compared to
the surrounding Småland granite. Many fracture-zones in the area are connected to the fine-
grained granites, often vertical with an east-west direction.



6) Karrsvik, 6G Vimmerby SO, 636940/354940

A porphyntic granite belonging to the Småland granite group is the dominating rock-type in
the Sirnpevarp area. The composition varies from granodioritic to quartzmonzodioritic. The
granite is crosscut by fine-grained granite. Shallow dipping pegmatites is not uncommon,
possibly originating from the Götemar granite.

7) Kråkemåla, 6H K.åkelund SV, 637250/155075

Stone quarry in red, anorogenic Götemar granite. Notable is the rich amount of fluorite in
fractures. Subhorizontal fracture planes can be seen in most of the quarries in the area.
These fractures are not only related to younger granites but can also be traced among the
older granites bordering the young intrusions.

8) Northeast of Kråkemåla, 6H Kråkelund SV, 637250/155125

From the fracture mapping a the Äspö island a common fracture group is striking north-
south with more or less vertical dip. In a roadcut this fracture group is very well exposed.

9) Gärsebo, 6H Kråkelund SV, 637445/155010

Dike of porphyritic fine-grained Götemar granite. The dike cuts the Småland granite with a
»hallow dip following the subhorizontal fractures earlier discussed (locality 7).

10) Klintemåla, 6H Kråkelund NV, 637690/155025

In the general geological map (PÖB Oskarshamn, SGU serie Ba nr 34) this area is classified
as volcanic rock. However this is a fine-grained granite belonging to the Småland granite
group, which illustrates that geological maps have to be checked carefully in field as they
sometimes contain misleading information.

11) Ängeholm, 6H Kråkelund NV, 637810/154910

Stone quarry in red to grey medium-grained granite. The granite is cross cut both by fine-
grained granites and coarse pegmatites and one can also see inclusions of greenstones.
Characteristic for this granite is a very low frequency of fractures. In sorr.e places one can
find fractures infilled with Cambrian sandstone.

12) Döderhult, west of Oskarshamn, 5G Oskarshamn NO, 634860/153535

Volcanite, rich in fragments and not uncommonly cut by fine-grained granite.

13) Smälten, 6H Oskarshamn NO, 634890/152510

A dark brown, very fine-grained volcanite is observed.



14) Rynningsnäs, 5G Oskarshamn NV, 634925/150750

Gabbro of unknown age. These gabbros are quite common in the area around Vetlanda.
They are sometimes associated with mineralisations. Kiev? nickel mine is one example of
this.

15) Målilla, 5G Vimmerby SV, 634925/150750

Medium to coarse-grained, red Växjö granite. This type of granite is most often
homogenous covering large areas around Växjö.

16) Storebro, 6G Vimmerby NV, 639685/150235

Fine-grained, red to grey volcanite with no signs of porphyritic structures. It's origin is of a
tuffitic character, sometimes with fragments.

17) Frödinge, 6G Vimmerby NV, 639685/150235

Grey, medium-grained Småland granite rich in basic fragments.

18) Mörkviken, lake Yxern, 6G Vimmerby NV, 639890/151785

Red, coarse-grained Småland granite, very rich in feldspar.

19) Verkebäck, 7G Västervik SO, 640060/154265

Very complex bedrock, with older gneiss granites, postorogenic granites and dykes of
greenstones. These dykes may have guided the tectonic disturbances in Verkebäcksviken,
one of the most pronounced lineament or fault in the Västervik area.
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